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Abstract

As a result of crucial importance of control panels in satellite earth stations, for the purpose of implementation of this panel, a separate DOS operating computer is used and the rest of commands are executed by another computer running windows OS. Combined application of two computers and establishment of coordination between them, in addition to lack of suitability of the DOS operating system for users are the weaknesses of the mentioned method. Therefore, this article focuses on implementation of the entire operations on a single Windows XP operated computer. In this regard, the control panel is meant to be a real-time system. Making use of the software of MATLAB in combination with application of Windows NT and the Windows CE operating systems are the steps which have been taken in order to obtain the former goal. In this article, the software of RTX Venturcam is used for implementation of the real-time control algorithm in combination with implementation of some other side programs under Windows XP. RTX is approved by Microsoft and by making use of this application, the both advantages of real-time execution of tasks and a user friendly environment can be obtained.
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Introduction:

In most applications, monitoring and data acquisition and control systems are supposed to accomplish their tasks in a limited range of time and in a random manner. This time range depends on the type of application and it could vary from a fraction of microsecond to multiple hours. The time spent by the control system for initiation and implementation of the intended service should be in a way that responding each sample is finished before the arrival of the next sample. Three main features of data acquisition and control systems include:

1) Having an adequate speed
2) Certainty in responding
3) Predictability of response time

By certainty in responding, we mean that the system should certainly respond to any external stimulation in a way that no event is left without a response. In applications with very short time ranges, for the purpose of guaranteeing the aforementioned three features, and as a result of validity and timeliness of the given response, the data acquisition and control systems should be designed in a way that they are able to fulfil the requirements of the intended application. In not a very long time ago, for the purpose of responding to tasks which required microsecond time ranges, special hardware which were designed through application of logic circuits or analogue circuits were used and these systems were not able to handle software implementations. Systems which were designed in this fashion were single-purpose and lacked any flexibility in terms of changing their mission. But the method which is nowadays implemented as the best method of design and development of data acquisition and control systems, is the use of the increasing power of Microprocessors. There are three major solutions for making use of microprocessors in control systems:

1) Making use of single-purpose micro-computers
2) Making use of common controllers such as PLCs
3) Making use of personal computers

Currently a large variety of computers are in disposal of users and according to each applied requirement, it is possible to make use of several different PC based solutions. By providing new computer based control services, PCs play an important role in terms of implementation of different software and hardware components produced by a large number of manufacturers. The groups of reasons which have led to attraction of attentions by PCs for establishment of a control system include the following points [4]:

a) Worldwide accessibility
b) Gaining valuable experience by implementation
c) Daily innovations as result of numerousness of manufacturers
d) Tight competitions between manufacturers and consequent balance of prices
e) Shorter development cycles
f) Smaller waiting times in terms of occurrence of problems as a result of benefiting from diagnosis and simulation processes
g) Increased productivity
h) Reduction of costs of maintenance, development and training
i) Accessibility to local and worldwide networks
j) Provision of a strong user interface
k) Ability for exploiting different programming languages at different levels

As a result of existence of such features, nowadays industry has witnessed a large shift from traditional methods of control including using PLCs, to PC based controllers.

In order to supplement for the features of speed and certainty in PC based control systems, different solutions have been proposed. Among these solutions, the boldest are:

a) Making use of a PC along a PLC
b) making use of DSP in form of a cryptograph inside the PC known as Host/DSP
c) making use of a single PC operating a single OS with real-time operability

Among the aforementioned methods, the last method is the newest and the most efficient. An OS with Real-time operability featuring different characteristics including multitasking and prioritization based timing guarantees a certain response in control based applications. In other words, the entire tasks including HMI and control algorithms will operate on a single processor. On this basis, the most suitable choice for implementation of a control system, is to use PC hardware running a real-time OS.
Real-time systems:
As it was mentioned before, in many control based tasks; the control system should be able to react in a predetermined time, in order to be sensitive to real world stimuli. In such applications, if the response is sent after the determined time, the response is totally invaluable and also it is followed by undesirable consequences. As an example it be referred to a missile’s automatic navigation system. In such a system, decision making and responding processes of the control system related to gathered data from the target location should be completed in a suitable and short time with the pace of the target. Otherwise before the control system sends out the correct response as a set of information about the location of target, the distance between the missile and target location is increased to the extent that continuing the operation of navigation is no longer possible. Such applications are commonly called real-time systems and also systems which are capable of such operability is called a real-time system. However, real-time systems have some precise time limits. In this regard, processing must be completed in a certain amount of time in addition to production of correct result and, otherwise, the system will malfunction. In real-time systems, certainty of response and preparation of the correct response in a certain amount of time is more important than the speed of preparation of response.

Real-time tasks are divided into soft and hard groups. The task of soft real-time includes time based deadlines which are preferred and desired to be taken into account. In this case, even after the expiration of the time limit, the system can continue its operation and complete the task. In such systems, time limits are relatively precise but not guaranteed and lack certainty. Many of modern systems such as UNIX support a soft real-time operability. The task of soft real-time includes the following features:

a) Delay in responding increases the costs
b) Per each delay, the system performance is diminished. As an example of this application it can be referred to network interface subsystems.

In a hard real-time systems, time limits are strictly precise because otherwise, irreparable errors will take place. Hard real-time applications include the following rules:

a) No delay in accepted under any circumstance
b) In case of delay in supplication of calculation results, the results are spoiled
c) In case of missing deadlines, disastrous failures will take place

An example for an application of a hard real-time system is the autopilot system of an airplane.

Design and simulation of the real-time system through the application of MATLAB software
For the purpose of simulation of a real-time system, the software of MATLAB could be a good choice. RTWT provides us with the possibility of using the core for real-time performance and execution of projects. In a real-time program, the code should by synchronized with real world time and also the time of sampling should be constant. The entire system uses different modules for implementation of the model. This part includes a code for defining, constructing and manipulating a model. The model code executes drivers for calculation of output and at the end, it updates time in a real-time fashion. In addition, the executive model includes reading the input from external hardware, calculating the output model and insertion of output in related hardware. RTWT is a computer based way for capturing patterns and testing real-time systems. This environment includes a single computer machine as the host in which the block model of Simulink is executed in State flow configuration. Upon completion of the model and consequent simulation of the model with Simulink in normal mode, the executive code could be produced by RT workshop, State Flow Coder, Open Watcom and C/C++ compiler. In this regard, ultimately the project is executed in a real-time fashion in external mode of Simulink. The advantages of implementing RWT include:

a) Lack of requiring a separate operating system capable of real-time execution of the control algorithm
b) Cheap prices of hardware and software required
c) Capability of real-time execution of the control algorithm on Windows OS.
d) Possibility of imposing rapid changes on the control algorithm
e) Possibility for implementation of the control algorithm for testing

On the other hand, disadvantages of implementing RTWT include:
a) Problems in the process of transferring codes between the OS and processes
b) Nonstandard development environment
c) Increased vulnerability of the OS
d) Requiring a large amount of hard disk
e) Creation of time excess
f) Lack of dependability for execution of real project

An OS capable of real-time tasking:
An OS is a program which operates as an interface between the user and hardware. The OS provides an environment in which the user is able to execute different programs. The primary goal of an OS is to prepare the computer for easy use. However the second goal is to make optimal use of the hardware.

In a PC based control system, the real-time core is one of the most important components which requires extreme precision upon design and choice. Nowadays, different firms provide real-time operating systems including VsWorks, OS9, pSOS, QNX, Lynx OS and OSE and CX/UX. The provider of a guaranteed certainty in system performance is an OS capable of execution of real-time applications.

The most important criterion in discussing an OS capable of real-time tasking which directly impact the system’s response time to external events, is a parameter named as interrupt latency. Interrupt latency is defined as the interruption time between occurrence of a hardware delay and the initiation of real-time processing of the delay. This delay depends on the method of an OS’s servicing. The required features of an OS capable of real-time tasking include [4]:

a) Being multipurpose
b) The concept of purpose priority
c) Pre-empting capability
d) Supporting predictable synchronization mechanism
e) Existence of an inheritance system

By real-time capability of a system, we do not merely refer to rapidness of the system. However, the important factor is the predictability of the maximum amount of time which is spent by the system on execution of a specific task. Moreover, the more important factor is that this amount of time should match the criterions of the specific real-time application. Real-time systems are not essentially the most efficient systems, rather they are able to perform some tasks with time certainty and guarantee. For example, the OS of XP windows is designed for maximum efficiency. In an OS capable of real-time utilizations, the higher priorities should be completed earlier than lower priorities. In addition, in special time intervals, the delays of Mouse and etc. are not considered for.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1, comparing GPOS and RTOS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RTOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimize worst case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictable schedule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimize latency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Nowadays, different operating systems have been introduced by different firms each of which have their own advantages and disadvantages. For making industrial use of PC based control systems, a single standardized real-time system should be used so that in addition to making use of a suitable and proper environment, a matched set of hardware are used. Windows NT is an OS which was used for obtaining this goal. Some of the advantages of this OS include:

a) Existence of useful programming interfaces for 32bits windows
b) Having better interfaces compared to RTOS
c) Preparedness of communication devices
d) Existence of several development tools

However, the Windows NT is not basically designed for responding to the requirements of a real-time system. In terms of prioritization, this system lacks the ability for substituting priorities which is an application of a real-time system. Windows NT is merely used in simple real-time systems under the following conditions:

a) Soft real-time systems which are not strict about deadlines
b) Simple systems with a reduced number of events
c) Systems in which the CPU load is usually maintained in low levels

With daily increase in applications of PC based control systems, and utilization of these controllers in other smaller devices, the need for reducing the size of hardware as well as applied software forced Microsoft to develop an operating system named as Windows CE which possesses a completely different structure compared to the other products of Microsoft including Windows 9X and windows NT. This operating system is designed for fulfillment of a series of special needs:

a) Requiring low storage space
b) Supporting Microsoft APIs
c) Operable on systems which lack hard-disks, keyboards and monitors
d) Lack of dependence on a certain family of processors

On this basis a system with a modular structure was introduced which was only provide for customers through ordering. In contrast to other Operating systems, windows CE is not provided only based on a specific standard, rather it is designed in a modular way for providing high flexibility for responding to needs of a large number of products. This modules themselves are divided into components in a way that absence of a single component does not impose negative influence on the overall system. Therefore, with respect to the needs of the system, the minimum number of required modules could be used and therefore, the space required for operation of total modules is reduced. Windows CE empowers PCs to perform superior to common PLCs in terms of real-time control. In addition, the delay responding time in Windows CE is 50 times less than windows NT. While using a Windows CE, the user can have full control over timing system. Other features and characteristics of this system include: real-time tasking with 256 priority levels, custom style, supporting Microsoft APIs, operability on systems which lack a mouse, keyboards or monitors and hard disks and operable on embedded systems. Being modular, flexible and including cheap software and hardware with the ability of accepting multiple delays while being developable. On the other hand, a nonstandard environment and vulnerability are considered as disadvantages of Windows CE.

**Implementation of real-time control system under windows XP and by using RTX**

In general, windows XP is not sufficient for development of a real-time system according to the needs of users. However, by using the software of RTX which is developed by Venturcom co. this system becomes applicable even for difficult real-time applications. Windows XP features modern and advanced characteristics, a large number of hardware support it, is accessible and mass-production of its supported accessories and therefore, it is considered as one of the best choices for designers and users.
On the other hand, since the APIs of windows XP are not developed for real-time purposes, application of this OS for real-time tasks is strictly restricted and may seem impossible. Ardency’s RTX solves this problem by adding real-time functions to the Windows XP. It also has developed an instrument for development and execution of real-time programs which could be well-used in control based applications. This programs provides a suitable hard dependable real-time environment which can be used to exploit a cheap platform for embedded and real-time applications. Although, however RTX has provided an excellent environment for real-time applications. This response is still largely dependent on the type of system, designer and the user. Therefore, we are required to expend sufficient precision upon selecting the type of system with respect to the type of application. By the help of efficiency analysis tool of the RTX software, the designer and the user can both select a system which fulfills their highest expectations. In addition, the designer should execute the RTX for his or her customer in a correct fashion. In other words, RTX provides a primary context or strength only if the implementation is correct. The RTX API is based on a Win32 API. API is defined as a programming interface which is applied for controlling the programs of the operating system. This interface includes a set of functions and sub procedures which by being placed in a dynamic linear library (DLL), provide the possibility of accessing and manipulating the features of the Operating system through programming. WIN32 and RTSS both support RTX functions however, they possess different response times and efficiencies. On this basis we are allowed to run a single RTX code in both environments. In addition to supporting APIs, the WIN32 supports RTAPIs too however, some certain APIs are only supported in RTX. The RTX clock in both environments of RTSS and Win32 is accessible. RTX has three types of clock which are resulted from Real-time HAL which in turn has a resolution of up to one microseconds. One example of pathway is PCI which connects the sub-system of memory and processor to rapid devices. Other pathways including the keyboard and serial ports are relatively slow. Here, the PCI 1711 card is used. For implementing the PCI card in RTX environment, first it should be configured according to RTX devices. For changing the IRQ, first the accessible IRQs in the system should be observed. In delay histogram, the X axis shows the amount of delay which was previously defined as the difference between the desired and the measured time. On the other hand, the Y axis shows the number of delays which occur in a specific time cycle. In the diagram of maximum delay, the X axis shows the time and the Y axis refers to delay. In the following example, the amount of delay in windows XP with an absent RTX and with a present RTX is measured and subsequently, reported on the related table.

Table 2, comparison of delay in Windows XP and RTX environments operating on a DELL Dimension 9200 Core2 Duo 2.66 GHz with 2GB of ram.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operations</th>
<th>Windows Latency (ns)</th>
<th>RTX Latency (ns)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SetEvent (no thread switch): min / max</td>
<td>383/273048</td>
<td>135/1244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SetEvent: WFSO: min / max</td>
<td>533/291868</td>
<td>210/447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReleaseMutex: WFSO: min / max</td>
<td>556/286842</td>
<td>259/635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReleaseSemaphore: WFSO: min / max</td>
<td>556/274191</td>
<td>240/1093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield: min / max</td>
<td>432/67018</td>
<td>127/578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thread priority change: min / max</td>
<td>507/275943</td>
<td>233/601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interrupt service thread dispatch: min / max</td>
<td>2000/250000</td>
<td>0/1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3, comparison of the Timer delay between Windows XP, Windows CE and RTX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Windows XP</th>
<th>CE 3.0</th>
<th>RTX 5.1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SetEvent (no thread switch): min/max in µs</td>
<td>1.04 / 5000+</td>
<td>1.49 / 7.20</td>
<td>0.29 / 2.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SetEvent -&gt;WFSO: min/max in µs</td>
<td>1.38 / 5000+</td>
<td>2.46 / 10.7</td>
<td>0.60 / 2.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReleaseMutex -&gt;WFSO: min/max in µs</td>
<td>1.49 / 5000+</td>
<td>3.51 / 10.5</td>
<td>0.70 / 3.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReleaseSemaphore -&gt;WFSO: min/max in µs</td>
<td>1.39 / 5000+</td>
<td>3.00 / 9.40</td>
<td>0.61 / 3.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield: min/max in µs</td>
<td>1.11 / 5000+</td>
<td>1.32 / 8.34</td>
<td>0.33 / 3.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thread priority change: min/max in µs</td>
<td>1.31 / 6000+</td>
<td>1.41 / 8.96</td>
<td>0.66 / 3.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interrupt service thread dispatch: min/max in µs</td>
<td>4.3 / 5000+</td>
<td>4.3 / 26</td>
<td>2.0 / 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Win32-to-RTSS SetEvent call: min in µs</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The histogram of the timer delay under Windows XP running RTX 5.1 on a system equipped with a Pentium III 8MHz processor in different environments of Windows XP and RTX is shown in figure 1.

Figure 1, the histogram of timer delay in RTX

Figure 2, the histogram of Timer delay in windows
Results of implementation:

In the first test, the pulse that was created by the generator function is applied to the digital input of the PCI 1711 card. The pulse applied to the card is written in VC software and is directly conducted towards the digital output of the card. The delay time between the incoming and outgoing pulses of the card are measured. This time is a criterion for system delay. The same test was performed in windows, RTWT and RTX and results were compared. With respect to the fact that the worst answer is considered in real-time applications, the tests were ran while the CPU was processing a heavy graphics program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Windows XP</th>
<th>RTWT</th>
<th>RTX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&gt;10 MS</td>
<td>≈2 MS</td>
<td>&lt;150 µs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the second test, a pulse with frequency of 10Ms was created by the Timer in VC software and the digital output of the Card was exposed to stimulation by the pulse. This test was also ran in windows with windows timer and in RTX with HAL timer and subsequently, the results are compared with each other. The reason that RTX uses the HAL timer with a resolution of 10µs is that the outgoing pulse is of extreme precision but the windows XP timer has a resolution of 10µs. As you can see in figure 3, the frequency of the pulse is 10µs and the system as 10µs for processing. However the time for processing should not exceed 10µs therefore, in the written program, this point is taken into account. The test answer is highly dependent on T2 in windows XP and influences the output. However, in RWT as the T2 becomes closer to T1, the possibility of error increases but in the RTX test it was observed that changing T2 had no influence on the output signal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Windows XP</th>
<th>RTWT</th>
<th>RTX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&gt;10 ms</td>
<td>≈1 ms</td>
<td>&lt;50 µs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusion:

Using an RTOS in conjunction with an I/O card is the best solution for implementation of PC in control systems. Because the processing power of modern processors have guaranteed a certain response in control based applications. Interrupt delay is the most crucial criterion in studying an OS capable of real-time tasking. Windows NT is not developed for fulfillment of requirements of a real-time system. As a result of requiring low disk space, supporting Microsoft APIs, being customizable and etc… windows CE has applications in real-time systems.

By making use of the MATLAB software and the toolbox of RTWT a Simulink model in which input/output cards have been used, could be established and executed in a real-time fashion. This method is a suitable approach for simulation of control systems in scientific centers. However, a sa result of making use of the heavily operated software of MATLAB, they are not practically used for implementation of control systems.

Windows XP is generally inadequate for fulfillment of requirements of a real-time system. Having advanced features is an advantage of the windows XP but the APIs of windows XP have not been developed for real-time applications. Therefore this system has limitations in real-time applications. Implementation of real-time systems is feasible under Windows XP and by the use of the RTX software.
The sub-system of RTX is able to support applications which require certain responses. The amount of delay in environments of WIN32 and RTX are explained in Histogram and maximum delay diagrams.
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